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in this paper, we aim to explore the biological mechanism of mir-362-3p by investigating the targets of mir-362-3p and its effects on ra occurrence and development, using microarray
data downloaded from the geo database and tcga mirna sequencing data. at the same time, clinical and drug-related information was analyzed to explore the potential drug and therapy

targets of mir-362-3p. our mir-2529-3p / hsa-mir-2529-3p target pairing is disrupted as a result of polymorphisms. the fact that this pairing is disrupted as a result of polymorphisms
likely has important implications for disease related to biological processes. mir-2529-3p / hsa-mir-2529-3p is a target for the emcv mirnas. this relationship is also disrupted, suggesting
that the emcv mirna genes may also be disrupted as a result of mutations, accounting for the increased incidence of heart disease in emcv infected cats, including cats with cytoplasmic

inclusion disease. the identified novel mirnas may be used as a source of potential drug targets in the early diagnosis, disease treatment, and prognosis of rheumatoid arthritis. an
integrative analysis was conducted of the mirna-seq data downloaded from the geo database and tcga mirna sequencing data to identify key mirnas associated with rheumatoid arthritis
(ra) occurrence and development. through this analysis, mir-3662-3p was identified as a key mirna in ra occurrence and development. additionally, mir-2529-3p was also revealed to be

a key mirna in the occurrence and development of ra. we created a data set of the human genome by collecting all the information for each individual from the national center for
biotechnology information (ncbi) and including the links from ncbi to the relevant publications. these data include genomic position, gene and protein positions, key genetic features, and

phenotypes. we integrated data from several large-scale genomic datasets, such as the single nucleotide polymorphisms (snps), copy number variations, the chromosomal
rearrangements and the microrna sequencing data downloaded from the geo database and tcga mirna sequencing data downloaded from the tcga database with the hg19 human

genome. 5ec8ef588b
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